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MEMO – Fluorescent Edge 
 
Problem / Task 

Images from scanning electron microscopes 
(SEM) often show objects with a bright edge. 
An example is shown at right. Image source: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/rubensduarte/34583800/ 

Create such an effect in Bryce. 
 
Solution 

This can be accomplished with Specularity and 
Blurry Transmissions if the object is transparent. 
It works with Sun and IBL Specular, no light 
source is needed. With Refraction, contrast can 
be adjusted and an illusion created as if we 
could see into the object. 
 
Material Setting for Object 

1. Set Diffuse to black, Diffusion to 0. 

2. Set Specular colour as desired and Specularity to max. 

3. Set Metallicity to max. 

4. Set Transparency to 100. Refraction controls the effect, start with 100. 
 
Sky Setting 

1. Set Atmosphere off and Background Hue to black. 

2. Remove all options in the Sky Lab. 

3. Set Sun Diffuse to 0 and Shadows to off but do not disable Sun. 

4. Set Sun Specular to 100, it controls the effect. 

5. Move sun to Azimuth 0, Altitude 0 (provided the camera rotation angles are all 0). The sun 
ought to be behind the object and in front of the camera (backlit scene). 

6. If IBL is used, set Sun Specular to 0, disable Cast Shadows and Use as backdrop, and set 
HDRI Effect to 0. 

7. Keep Quality low (though Quality may make a difference because there are more light 
sources) but adjust Saturation for the colour. 

8. Set Specularity to get enough light. Move up Intensity and enable Apply to light source if 
there is not enough brightness. You may want to adjust the HDRI Yaw, Pitch and Roll. 

 
Render Option Settings 

1. Enable Premium and Blurry Transmissions. Rays per pixel can be adjusted for minimum 
noise for the final render. 

2. In the Optics part, only Transmission and Refraction are needed. Switch off the others to 
speed up the render. 

 
 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/rubensduarte/34583800/
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Adjustments 

Sun Specular setting for Refraction 0 and 50 is 175, for 100 it is 150 and for Refraction 150, 
Specular is 250. Refraction at 0 gives the lowest contrast, 300 the highest though there is only 
a small difference beyond Refraction 150. Refraction 100 and lower makes it appear as if 
there were parts visible below the surface. 

 
Refraction 0 Refraction 50 Refraction 100 Refraction 150 

 
Instead of setting the specular colour, it can also be left neutral white and using an HDRI to 
colour the object. 

Refraction 300, Rainbow2 HDRI, Quality 16 Refraction 75, PfynJungle1 HDRI, Quality 128 
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